
July 18

Comments on homework?



Class meeting 8 (of 8): Where are we now?

• Discourse is shaped by the world, and discourse shapes the 
world.

• Discourse is shaped by people’s purposes, and discourse 
shapes possible purposes.

• Discourse is shaped by linguistic structure, and discourse 
shapes linguistic structure.

• Discourse is shaped by participants, and discourse shapes 
participants.

• Discourse is shaped by prior discourse, and discourse shapes 
the possibilities for future discourse.

• Discourse is shaped  by its media, and it shapes the possibilities 
of its media.

Figure 1.1 How discourse is shaped by its context, and how 
discourse shapes its context



Speech and the (rest of the) body

Referential practice

“Coated”
14 Cus: Well let’s do eleven by 
seventeen=and
15 then I need four of ‘em?
16 (0.6)
17 Emp: [Wha-]
18 Cus: [An’I] need ‘em coated.
19 (0.9)
20 Emp: >Wha’ d’ ya mean by 

coated.<
21 (0.4)
22 Cus: {You know ya put 
‘em}{between the two plastic, (0.1)
23 Cus: {drops pages in hand}   
{thrusts flat palms outward &
24 Cus: [(    deals   )]}
25 Emp: [You wan’ it]} laminated?
26 Cus: brings together}
27 (0.3)
28 Cus: Laminated, thank you.



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c3aZ3nBMtNU

7.26  Find a short video showing someone explaining how to do 
something. Make sure you can see the person at least from the 
waist up, so that you can see the hand and arm gestures. 

a.  Comment on the explainer’s body language.  What makes 
them look believable, or not?  What makes them look friendly, or 
not?  Is there anything about the body language that is 
inconsistent with what is being said in the video?
b.  How does the explainer refer to the things they are talking 
about?  Are the words supplemented with gestures?  Are 
gestures ever used in place of words?
c.  How is pointing used?  
d.  Does the explainer ever use gestures to suggest what 
something looks like?  Are these gestures relatively literal or 
relatively metaphorical?

https://www.youtube.com/watch%3Fv=c3aZ3nBMtNU


Fig. 7.5 Pennsylvania Dutch Question Intonation (Fasold 1980)



7.28  What social identities can be suggested by the use 
of a relatively high-pitched voice, in situations you are 
familiar with?  What can speakers accomplish by 
shifting to a higher voice in the course of a 
conversation? How could a shift to a new topic be 
signaled through loudness, pitch, and/or intonation?  
Ask and answer the same questions about creaky 
voice, falsetto voice, and whispering.



Writing and seeing

Constraints on what written texts look like:
- Material; 

- how people process writing; 
- how well people see

- Ideological: 
- what fonts are thought to be appropriate for 

what uses?
- What are our expectations about document 

format, layout, etc?  



7.29 What or font or fonts do you, or would you, use when to write 
the following:

a. a homework assignment
b. a poster announcing a dance performance
c. your resume
d. captions for a scrapbook of baby pictures

When would you use italic or boldface?  What do you use 
underlining for?  Do you write in different colors?  If so, when and 
why? If you write in an alphabet or writing system that is different 
from the one used in this book, how and when are you able to 
change what the characters look like, and when do you make 
use of this resource?  



Reading images  (Please bring up Figure 7.6 on your laptop.)



DQ 7.34
1. Is there a vector such as an arrow or a 
gaze connecting two or more 
participants or a participant and the 
viewer?
2. Do participants in the image look or 
point directly at the viewer?
3.What is suggested about social 
relations between image participants, 
image-maker, and viewer by the 
perspective the image-maker has 
taken?
4. What is the ordering of images and/or 
words from left to right? From top to 
bottom?  What are the effects of this?
5. Invent a title for an article that would 
include this image as an illustration, and 
explain why you chose the title you did.



b, c, d, e in groups



we encounter many images 
in the context of written 
words, which are themselves 
visual, and the visual  and 
verbal work together. Images 
and typography affect how 
we read words, and words 
affect how we see images. 

But we don’t actually “read” images the way 
we read language, and 



“Perceptual ties” show that different modes are related.
Eg. Text and images are on the same page, close together, 
juxtaposed, linked with arrows.

“Cohesive ties” how the visual and the verbal are related. 
• Exo-ties: visual and verbal are somewhere near each other.
• Blends: visual and verbal are impossible to separate.
• Substitutions: Images are be substituted for words 
• Repetitions: The visual repeats the meaning of the verbal (eg. 

Writing “red” in red)
• Reference ties: (“If you look at this picture, you will see…”; “Figure 

7.1 shows …”); lines or bold-faced type that invites the reader to 
move their attention to the image and back or from image to text 
and back. 

• Collocation ties: the words appear on the images. 



(This diagram shows that the shortest edges of two bricks with a 
mortar join between them equals the longest edge of a brick.)

DQ 7.36 .  Discuss the interplay between words and images in each.  
How are the words, typefaces, and images linked with each other 
perceptually?  How are the words and images made cohesive?  Use 
the terminology developed above to characterize the cohesive ties 
between the verbal and visual: exo-ties, blends, substitutions, 
repetitions, referencing ties, and collocations.



b, c, d, e in groups


